


PRESERVING TRADITION

a magazine that specializes in culture commentary and they’re known for their wit, 
humour and deep understanding on cultural matters around the world.
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BUSINESS PROBLEM

with print subscriptions on an industry-wide decline, the New Yorker’s current 
revenue model relying on print revenue is unsustainable for the future
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time

website, e-subscription, podcasts, video content, radio, 
going’s on about town app, New Yorker festival app

magazine

digital



PROPOSAL

developing a mobile-�rst application aiming to help readers spend less time 
looking and more time knowing, through lifting value of existing content through 
videos to encourage readers to dig deeper.



WHY VIDEO?

video is the most persuasive, accessible medium so far.  It caters to the brain’s visual 
and auditory systems, which pick up on cues like body language, facial 
expressions, imagery and music. It elicits an emotional bond and works wonders 
in developing trust and loyalty for a brand.
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DURING USE POST-USEPRE-USE

Pre-AwarenessStages

Actions

Touchpoints

Needs

Wants

Thoughts

Awareness Download First  Use Continued  Use Re�ect   &  Discuss

Users familiar with �e New Yorker:

Reads the New Yorker online or in 
physical form

Have friends who read the New Yorker
Have heard of the New Yorker

Users new to �e New Yorker:

Knowledge/exposure about other  
competitor magazines
Knowledge on how to use video

Knowled ge about issues discussed 
within �e New Yorker

Research into the app:
Search online

App store reviews

Open app store

App store reviews

Download

Opinionated Content

Ease of Finding Value Quick download Easy to Understand

Enjoyable

Speed: getting to the content 
as soon as possible

Engaging content

Relevance

Time-sensitive information

A visual representation of the app

Opinions from past users

other apps?

Is it free?

download?

How long is this going to take?

Will I need to make an account?

How much space on my phone is
this going to take?

I hope this is useful How do I share this?

How do I save this?

How do I read this later?

Is what I expected to read what I 
actually read?

Do I still want to know more or am I 
satisfied with what I know?

What do my friends think?

Will people like what I shared?

Do I feel more knowledgable about 
the world?

Information about the app �e app Instructions on “how to use” Valuable Content: spending less time 
looking and more time knowing 

Open the app

Go through on-boarding

Open the app

Choose content

Watch/read content

Save Content

Share Content

Forming own opinions on 
content

Share content

Commenting on content

Converse about content

Website

Search Engine

Word of Mouth

Magazine App Store

App 

Magazine Notifications

Website

Other New Yorker Mediums

Existing Users:
I have a lot of magazines...

�ese are good articles but there’s so 
many articles

I don’t have the time to read through 
everything

New Users:
Where do I start?

Is this the same as the NY Times?

What is this? Is it news?



The New Yorker 

The Readers The Advertisers

�e New Yorker
A future-relevant medium
Addressing decreasing attention spans
Scalability
Increasing engagement
Building upon existing competencies
Reaching a new audience while still 
providing value to existing users

�e Readers 
New Readers: 
Trustworthy content
Existing Readers: 
a lighter reading experience
Engagement
Ease of Sharing

�e Advertisers 
More e�ective placement of ads
More targeted ads
Increase in desired ad responses

VALUE ACROSS ALL STAKEHOLDERS 



INTERACTIONS

create an experience that was reminiscent of the print magazine

seamlessly integrate video and text content

always maintain context



INTERACTIONS: LAYERS



INTERACTIONS: VIDEO
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